PACIFIC PERIODICALS - A SELECTED LIST

This selected list of periodicals includes some titles that have ceased publication, but that are heavily consulted for reference work and research purposes. Whenever a title is indexed in the Hawai‘i Pacific Journal Index (available free online from University of Hawai‘i Library) that fact is noted. Call numbers and location are given, and when a title is held in more than one collection, that is also stated.

News/Popular Interest Magazines

Fiji Islands Business.
Continues Island Business (Suva)
Indexed in Hawaii Pacific Journal Index.
Pacc HC681 .A1 I848

Guam Business News.
Monthly. Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.
Pacc HF4031.5 .A2 G83

Islands Business.
Monthly. Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.
Pacc HF4032 .S68
Merged with Pacific Magazine (Honolulu) to form Pacific Magazine (North ed.) and Pacific Magazine (South ed.) When these ceased, Islands Business reappeared as Fiji Islands Business in 2003.

Pacific Islands Monthly.
Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.
Pacc DU1 .P145
Pacific Magazine.
Bimonthly.
Pacc DU1 .A54

Pacc DU1 .P3275

Pacc DU1 .P3276

In 2002 Pacific Magazine returned to a single edition format.
Pacc DU1 .P3273

Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.

Tok Blong Pasifik.
Semiannual.
Former title: Tok Blong SPPF.
Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.
Pacc DU1 .T65

Regional Magazines/General Interest

Guam and Micronesian Glimpses.
Pacc DU647 .A2 O5

Latte Magazine.
Quarterly.
Pacc DU647 .A2 L382
Mana.
Suva, Fiji: South Pacific Creative Arts Society.  
1976-.  
Semiannual.  
Indexed in H&P Jnl Index.  
Pacc PR9670 .021 M36

Mana (Papatoetoe, N.Z.)  
Papatoetoe, NZ: Mana Productions, 1993-.  
Pacc DU423 .A1 M26

Matangi Tonga.  
Nukualofa, Tonga: Vavau Press, 1986-.  
Six issues yearly.  In English and Tongan.  
Print copies indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.  
Pacc DU880 .A2 M38  
Now published online only  
http://www.matangitonga.to/article/global_index.shtml

Micronesian Reporter.  
Saipan: Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.  
Quarterly.  Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.  
Also index created by TTPI Library Services.  
Pacc DU500 .M5

South Pacific Bulletin.  
Quarterly.  Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.  
Pacc DU1 .S582

Tahiti-Pacificque.  
Moorea, Fr. Polynesia: Tahiti-Pacificque Magazine, 1991-.  
Monthly.  
Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.  
Pacc DU878 .A2 T33
Scholarly & Professional Journals

Archaeology in Oceania.
Pacc CC1 .A72

Asia Pacific Viewpoint.
Pacc AS741 .P3

Atoll Research Bulletin.
Pacc QE565 .A8
Also HL.

Bulletin de la Société des Études Océaniennes.
Papeete. March 1917-. Quarterly. Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.
Pacc DU510 .A1 S6

Bulletin de la Société d'Études Historiques de la Nouvelle-Calédonie.
Noumea, 1980-. Quarterly. Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.
Pacc DU720 .A2 S6
Honolulu: Center for Pacific Islands Studies & U.H. Press. 1989-.
Semiannual. Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.
Pacc DU1 .C665 Also HL.
Also HL.
Available in electronic format, from Spring 2000 to present in Project Muse.

Fijian Studies: A Journal of Contemporary Fiji.
Suva, Fiji: Fiji Institute of Applied Studies, 2003-.
Semiannual.
Pacc DU600 .F498

He Pukenga Korero: A Journal of Maori Studies.
Palmerston North, NZ: Dept. of Maori Studies, Massey Univ., 1995-.
Quarterly.
Pacc DU423 .A15 H45

Isla.
Semiannual. Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.
Pacc DU500 .A2 I85

Journal de la Société des Océanistes.
Paris: Musée de l'Homme. 1945-.
Semi-annual. Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.
Pacc DU1 .S553

Journal of Pacific History.
Melbourne: Oxford University Press. 1966-.
Semiannual. Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.
Pacc DU1 .J68
Available in electronic format in Project Muse, from 1993 to one year ago.
Journal of Pacific Studies.
Pacc DU1 .J67

Journal of the Pacific Society.
Pacc DU1 .G344

Journal of the Polynesian Society.
Wellington, New Zealand. 1892-. Quarterly. Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.
Pacc GN2 .P7

Micronesica.
Pacc DU500 .A2M5

New Zealand Journal of History.
Pacc DU400 .N45

Oceania.
Sydney: Oceania Publications. 1930-. Quarterly. Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.
Pacc DU28 .O3
Available in electronic format, from 6/1/93 to six months ago in Academic Search Premier
Oceanic Linguistics.
Honolulu: Dept. of Linguistics, University of Hawaii.
Summer 1962- . Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.
Semiannual.
Pacc PL5001 .A345
Available in electronic format: 12/1/99 to present in Project Muse

1975- . Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.
Semiannual.
Pacc N7410 .P33

Pacific Economic Bulletin
Canberra: National Centre for Development Studies, Australian National University, 1986- .
Two issues yearly. Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.
Pacc HC681 .A1 P355

Suva: Fiji School of Medicine, 1994- .
2 issues yearly.
Pacc RA557 .P33

Pacific Science
Quarterly.
Also available in electronic format on Project Muse from 2001 to the present.
Hawn QH1 .P33
Also HL.
Pacific Studies.
Laie, Hawaii: Institute for Polynesian Studies, Brigham Young University, Hawaii Campus. 1977- .
Quarterly.
Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.
Pacc DU1 .P38

Rapa Nui Journal.
Quarterly.
Indexed in H&P Jnl Ind.
Pacc F3169 .R35

Karen M. Peacock
University of Hawai‘i at Manoa
Pacific Collection
Summer 2007